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User jobs in the User jobs in the AliEnAliEn Task QueueTask Queuejj
The common The common AliEnAliEn tasks queue is holding all tasks queue is holding all 
jobs submitted to the Gridjobs submitted to the Grid

MC production: running + 4K jobs waiting at all times, MC production: running + 4K jobs waiting at all times, 
constant loadconstant load
RAW data productionRAW data production –– spurious at present inspurious at present inRAW data production RAW data production –– spurious at present, in spurious at present, in 
principle same as MC productionprinciple same as MC production
User jobs: chaotic submission, executed with high User jobs: chaotic submission, executed with high 

i iti itprioritypriority
In the past month, the number of user jobs has In the past month, the number of user jobs has 
increased substantially, sometimes it is higherincreased substantially, sometimes it is higherincreased substantially, sometimes it is higher increased substantially, sometimes it is higher 
than all MC+RAW production together (good!)than all MC+RAW production together (good!)

This can be attributed to the availability of data fro This can be attributed to the availability of data fro 
l il i
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User jobs in the TQ (2)User jobs in the TQ (2)j ( )j ( )
Job profileJob profile
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User jobs in the User jobs in the AliEnAliEn TQ (3)TQ (3)jj ( )( )
The distribution shows that The distribution shows that AliEnAliEn (and the (and the 
underlying resources) can process ~8000 user underlying resources) can process ~8000 user 
jobs/dayjobs/day
So far, we do not observe a critical overload of So far, we do not observe a critical overload of 
the TQ and the services (the TQ and the services (JobOptimizerJobOptimizer))the TQ and the services (the TQ and the services (JobOptimizerJobOptimizer), ), 
howeverhowever
Please do not submit many thousands of jobsPlease do not submit many thousands of jobsPlease do not submit many thousands of jobsPlease do not submit many thousands of jobs
Wait until completion and then submit (or reWait until completion and then submit (or re--
submit) next batchsubmit) next batch
For comparison at CERN (entire cluster)For comparison at CERN (entire cluster)

5000 running jobs (comparable to 5000 running jobs (comparable to AliEnAliEn))
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10000 waiting jobs (less than in 10000 waiting jobs (less than in AliEnAliEn))



User job timingUser job timingj gj g
User jobs are executed in average 120 User jobs are executed in average 120 
minsmins after submissionafter submissionminsmins after submissionafter submission
The average job duration is 17 minutes The average job duration is 17 minutes 
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Data availability for analysisData availability for analysisy yy y
Primary copy of all recent productions is on disk Primary copy of all recent productions is on disk 
(at T2s)(at T2s)
The SEs holding the data are performing well (or The SEs holding the data are performing well (or 
at least there are no reports of unavailability)at least there are no reports of unavailability)
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SLC4 and SLC4 and AliEnAliEn v.2v.2--1515
We are migrating all build server and site We are migrating all build server and site 
installations to SLC4 (and installations to SLC4 (and gccgcc 3.4.6)3.4.6)
This will solve a number of issues related to the This will solve a number of issues related to the 
use of the code compiled with use of the code compiled with gccgcc 3.2 on new 3.2 on new 
systemssystemssystemssystems
In addition, we are trying to have a coherent and In addition, we are trying to have a coherent and 
matching installation (32matching installation (32-- or 64or 64--bit) of thebit) of thematching installation (32matching installation (32 or 64or 64 bit) of the bit) of the 
services, services, AliRootAliRoot/ ROOT / / ROOT / GeantGeant, and the worker , and the worker 
nodes in the local batch systemsnodes in the local batch systems

Extremely important for user code compilation ‘on the Extremely important for user code compilation ‘on the 
fly’fly’
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User actionUser action
Once the build servers are up and the new Once the build servers are up and the new AliEnAliEn
is available, all users must reinstall is available, all users must reinstall gshellgshell ––
there are backward incompatible changesthere are backward incompatible changes
In addition, we will no longer support the old In addition, we will no longer support the old 

ii ff AliR tAliR t ROOT d GEANT3ROOT d GEANT3versiversions of ons of AliRootAliRoot, ROOT and GEANT3, ROOT and GEANT3
Supported matrixSupported matrix
AliR tAliR t 44 0909 RR 01 ROOT 501 ROOT 5 1717 06 GEANT3 106 GEANT3 1 88AliRootAliRoot::v4::v4--0909--RevRev--01, ROOT::v501, ROOT::v5--1717--06,  GEANT3::v106,  GEANT3::v1--88
AliRootAliRoot::v4::v4--1010--RevRev--01, ROOT::v501, ROOT::v5--1818--00,  GEANT3::v100,  GEANT3::v1--99
AliRootAliRoot::v4::v4--1010--RevRev--02, ROOT::v502, ROOT::v5--1818--00a, GEANT3::v100a, GEANT3::v1--99--11
AliR tAliR t 44 1111 RR 02 ROOT 502 ROOT 5 1818 00b GEANT3 100b GEANT3 1 99 22AliRootAliRoot::v4::v4--1111--RevRev--02, ROOT::v502, ROOT::v5--1818--00b, GEANT3::v100b, GEANT3::v1--99--22
AliRootAliRoot::v4::v4--1111--RevRev--03, ROOT::v503, ROOT::v5--1818--00b, GEANT3::v100b, GEANT3::v1--99--22
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